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Regret it!

Zou Xiaoqin regrets it completely!

Guo Ailun!

Li Huairen!

Such a super boss has to confess his mistake to Lin Fan. How could

such a man be a waste that even a garage can’t afford?

now!

Even the giant Li family had to kneel down and begged Lin Fan for

mercy.

He can actually dominate the life and death of a rich man?

Such a man can be called the overlord level!

But I actually humiliated him in every possible way and missed a good

marriage with him?

Zou Xiaoqin only felt that his heart was stabbed fiercely, and the tears

gushed out uncontrollably.

Now she not only missed Lin Fan, but also completely offended Lin

Fan and other overlords. She was completely finished!

More than her!

Wang Mingzhe on the side also had his eyes popping out at this time.

Looking at the Li family members who were all kneeling on the ground

in fear, and then at the indifferent and calm face of Lin Fan.

Wang Mingzhe only thinks that this world is crazy!

This waste actually has the ability to dominate the life and death of the

Li family?

What a joke!

“No…Impossible! This guy is the rubbish boy of the Lin family, and

he broke Li Sang Hyuk’s leg, so you let him go? Are you crazy?” In an

instant, Wang Mingzhe’s heart sank. When he reached the bottom, he

suddenly had an ominous premonition and looked at everyone in the

Li family in horror.

The Li family really have a brain problem?

just!

Li Huairen glanced at him indifferently:

“Inuzi dared to offend Mr. Lin, he would end up like this. It is entirely

his own responsibility. No wonder Mr. Lin!”

“If Mr. Lin still feels uncomfortable, the old man will break his hands

on the spot!”

What!

Everyone couldn’t believe their ears. Is this what a father should say?

In order to curry favor with Lin Fan, he did not hesitate to torture his

son?

Everyone immediately looked at Lin Fan with a ghostly look. What

kind of terrifying background does this guy have?

And this time!

Wang Mingzhe only felt that he was going crazy!

Impossible, this guy is obviously a waste. What happened to him over

the years?

Can Guo Ailun and Li Huairen kneel down one after another?

This… is an illusion!

Ah!

But at this time, Lin Fan’s mouth was curled up in an ironic arc, and

then he indifferently spit out a word:

“Li Family, live!”

Boom!

For the Li family, these words are simply a godsend!

Immediately, the whole Li family was completely mad!

All the Li family members burst into tears at this moment, and there

was a deep ecstasy on their faces.

Then, towards Lin Fan, he squatted his head frantically:

“Thank you Mr. Lin! Thank you for your life!”

This scene horrified everyone present.

This is just like dreaming.

They didn’t expect that the situation would be reversed in this way.

They all thought that Lin Fan was dead.

But in a blink of an eye, Lin Fan became the overlord who could tell

his life and death in one word!

Even the Li family had to kneel down, humblely begging for mercy!

How domineering this is!

However, at this moment!

Lin Fan looked at Wang Mingzhe with a smile but a smile:

“Do you like people to kneel?”

Boom!

These words were almost like a life-saving magic sound, causing Wang

Mingzhe’s scalp to numb, and he looked at Lin Fan with horror:

“You, what do you want to do?” At this time, he realized that Lin is

now today. Fan is no longer something he can offend.

Now he is really helpless, and Lin Fan only needs a word to make him

violently killed on the spot.

He is already nervous to the extreme!

Looking at Wang Mingzhe, whose face was pale, a sneer appeared on

Lin Fan’s face:

“It’s nothing, I just want our Young Master Wang to kneel in front of

me!”
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